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In-between Dance Cultures: on the migratory artistic identity of Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui and Akram Khan, 

by Guy Cools (Valiz Amsterdam). 

 

Belgian-Moroccan Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui and British-Bengali Akram Khan are two of the most prolific, 

contemporary choreographers. Their artistic universes are largely built around their identity in-between 

dance cultures. Dramaturge Guy Cools who accompanied both situates their work within the larger 

critical debate on the (post)modern and (post)migrant identity. He offers a privileged insight in their 

creative practices discussing in detail some of their iconic choreographies and how they invent a much 

needed, new social imagery that fits our present day experience of living in a globalized environment 

and that is both dialogical and embodied in a lived, migratory experience. As such this book offers a 

complementary view on questions of cultural identity taking the somatic awareness and knowledge of 

the body of the contemporary dancer as its starting point. 
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Dr. Guy Cools is a dance dramaturge. Recent positions include Associate Professor for Dance Studies 

at the research institute Arts in Society of the Fontys School of Fine and Performing Arts in Tilburg, 

and Guest Professor at Ghent University, where he finished a practice-based PhD on the relationship 

between dance and writing. He has worked as a dance critic, artistic programmer, and policymaker 

for dance in Flanders. He now dedicates himself to production dramaturgy, contributing to work by 

choreographers all over Europe and Canada such as: Koen Augustijnen (BE), Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui 

(BE), Danièle Desnoyers (CA), Lia Haraki (CY), Christopher House (CA), Akram Khan (UK), Arno 

Schuitemaker (NL), and Stephanie Thiersch (DE). He regularly lectures and publishes, and has 

developed a series of workshops that aim to support artists and choreographers in their creative 

process. His most recent publications include The Ethics of Art: ecological turns in the performing 

arts, co-edited with Pascal Gielen (Valiz, 2014) and the series Body:Language (Sadler’s Wells, 2012), 

a series of published, live interviews with major contemporary artists which Cools curated from 2008 

till 2013. In the autumn of 2015 his next book will appear, In-between Dance Cultures: on the 

migratory artistic identity of Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui and Akram Khan (Valiz). With the Canadian 

choreographer, Lin Snelling, he developed an improvised performance practice ‘Rewriting Distance’ 

(www.rewritingdistance.com) that focuses on the integration of movement, voice, and writing. 

http://www.rewritingdistance.com/

